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Amendment 1
Vladimír Remek

Draft opinion
Paragraph B 

Draft opinion Amendment

B. whereas satellite navigation technology 
can revolutionise sea, land and air 
transport, reducing congestion and CO2 
emissions and improving logistics and 
safety,

B. whereas satellite navigation technology 
is revolutionising all modes of transport, 
especially sea, land and air transport, more 
effectively optimising traffic, reducing 
CO2 emissions and improving logistics and 
safety,

Or. cs

Amendment 2
Bogdan Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz

Draft opinion
Paragraph B a (new) 

Draft opinion Amendment

Ba. whereas satellite navigation 
technology should be synchronised in all 
transport modes to maintain proper co-
modality for example in logistic centres to 
assure proper freight of goods;

Or. en

Amendment 3

Philippe Lamberts on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 a (new) 

Draft opinion Amendment

1a. Calls for giving priority to the 
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development of GNSS applications that 
aim at improving sustainability such as 
for instance: efficient transport/logistics 
management, road charging, sustainable 
land use planning and resources 
management, environmental enforcement 
and surveillance (forest, maritime 
protection);

Or. en

Amendment 4
Silvia-Adriana Ţicău

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 a (new) 

Draft opinion Amendment

1a. Underlines that GNSS represents part 
of the core of EU2020 strategy in terms of 
innovation, assisting in the delivery of a 
greener and a more connected economy 
and growth, as well as in climate change 
and sustainable mobility;

Or. en

Amendment 5
Silvia-Adriana Ţicău

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 b (new) 

Draft opinion Amendment

1b. Mentions that GNSSs - like the 
internet - are more a service enabler than 
just a standalone service. It acts as a 
catalyst for economic activities, leading to 
the creation of added value and jobs in a 
wide range of connected sectors 
(upstream and downstream markets) and 
at macroeconomic level through socio-
economic benefits for society as a whole;
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Or. en

Amendment 6
Silvia-Adriana Ţicău

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 c (new) 

Draft opinion Amendment

1c. Points out that the size of the GNSS 
downstream market in the EU is estimated 
at EUR 17 billion in 2010, taking into 
account revenues from companies directly 
involved in satellite navigation i.e., 
receiver manufacturers, navigation 
software developers, etc.;

Or. en

Amendment 7
Silvia-Adriana Ţicău

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 d (new) 

Draft opinion Amendment

1d. Underlines that an average of 15 
million EURO per year for research and 
development of applications and GNSS 
services is insufficient and calls on the 
Commission and the Member States to 
ensure a significant increase of this 
amount, in order to provide the necessary 
resources for the GNSS development;

Or. en

Amendment 8

Philippe Lamberts on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group
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Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 

Draft opinion Amendment

2. Believes that stability, predictability and 
transparency are of utmost importance for 
the development of applications when 
introducing the GNSS programme;

2. Believes that stability, predictability and 
transparency are of utmost importance for 
the development of applications when 
introducing the GNSS programme;
believes that efficiency, compatibility and 
interoperability are essential features for 
a functioning system and applications;

Or. en

Amendment 9

Philippe Lamberts on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 a (new) 

Draft opinion Amendment

2a. Calls in this context for improved 
internal coordination in the development 
of EGNOS and Galileo system, needed to 
secure the development of an efficient EU 
system; Calls also for external 
coordination and cooperation with other 
systems (such as GPS, Glonass), both in 
terms of infrastructure use and 
development of applications, in order to 
identify win-win effects and ensure 
appropriate compatibility and 
interoperability;

Or. en

Amendment 10
Bogdan Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4 
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Draft opinion Amendment

4. Calls on the Commission and the GSA 
to approach local and regional authorities 
and SMEs not dealing with space-related 
technology as potential end-users of GNSS 
applications, using appropriate calls for 
tenders, awareness campaigns and 
technology transfer mechanisms;

4. Calls on the Commission and the GSA 
to approach local and regional authorities 
and SMEs not dealing with space-related 
technology as potential end-users of GNSS 
applications, using appropriate calls for 
tenders, awareness campaigns and 
technology transfer mechanisms, while 
stressing simultaneously the importance 
of maintaining regional balance;

Or. en

Amendment 11
Vladimír Remek

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4 

Draft opinion Amendment

4. Calls on the Commission and the GSA 
to approach local and regional authorities 
and SMEs not dealing with space related 
technology as potential end users of GNSS 
applications, using appropriate calls for 
tenders, awareness campaigns and 
technology transfer mechanisms;

4. Calls on the Commission and the GSA 
to approach both local and regional 
authorities and SMEs dealing with 
space-related technology as potential 
end-users of GNSS applications, using 
appropriate calls for tenders, awareness 
campaigns and technology transfer 
mechanisms;

Or. cs

Amendment 12
Adina-Ioana Vălean

Draft opinion
Paragraph 5 a (new) 

Draft opinion Amendment

5a. Calls on the Commission to consider 
further EU R&D funding for GNSS 
applications to foster the development of 
applications based on EGNOS and 
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Galileo, and to ensure Europe's 
independence from foreign, military-
controlled systems;

Or. en


